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To Capture a Face: A Novel
Technique for the Analysis
and Quantification of Facial
Expressions in American Sign
Language
O ve r t he pa st tw o d ec ad es research on American
Sign Language (ASL) has shown that, although the hands and arms
articulate most of the content words (nouns, verbs, and adjectives), a
large part of the grammar of ASL is expressed nonmanually. The
hands and arms do play central grammatical roles, but, in addition,
movements of the head, torso, and face are used to express certain
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aspects of ASL syntax such as functional categories, syntactic agreement, syntactic features, complementizers, and discourse markers.
Since the pioneering work on nonmanuals (i.e., parts of ASL not
expressed through the arms and hands) by Liddell (1986), BakerShenk (1983, 1986), and Baker-Shenk and Padden (1978), research
has increasingly focused upon facial expressions in ASL and their syntactic significance (Neidle et al. 2000; Aarons 1994; Aarons et al.
1992; Baker-Shenk 1985).
It is now well established that ASL requires the use of the face not
only to express emotions but also to mark several different kinds of
questions: wh-questions (questions using who, what, where, when, or
why), yes/no (y/n) questions (Neidle et al. 1997; Petronio and LilloMartin 1997; Baker-Shenk 1983, 1986), and rhetorical questions
(Hoza et al. 1997), as well as many other syntactic and adverbial constructs (Anderson and Reilly 1998; Shepard-Kegl, Neidle, and Kegl
1995; Reilly, McIntire, and Bellugi 1990, Wilbur and Schick 1987;
Coulter 1978, 1983; Liddell 1978; Baker-Shenk and Padden 1978;
Friedman 1974).
In addition to these grammatical facial expressions and the full
range of emotional facial expressions, which Ekman and Friesen
(1975, 1978) contend are universal, both spoken and signed languages
use facial expressions such as quizzical, doubtful, and scornful, which
can be categorized as nonemotional and nongrammatical (NENG).
These NENG facial expressions are commonly used during social
interaction, without carrying emotional or grammatical meaning. We
include them here in order to study a class of facial expressions that
exhibits neither the automatic qualities of emotional expressions
(Whalen et al. 1998) nor the structured and grammar-specific characteristics of ASL syntax described earlier.
ASL is a language of dynamic visuo-spatial changes that are often
difficult to describe but nonetheless essential for our understanding
of the language (Emmorey 1995). Grossman (2001) and Grossman
and Kegl (submitted) emphasize the need to use dynamic facial expressions (video clips), as opposed to the commonly used static images
(photographs), in order to obtain a more realistic assessment of the
way in which hearing and deaf people recognize and categorize facial
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expressions. However, only a few detailed analyses of the production
of dynamic emotional and grammatical facial expressions are available
in ASL.
Baker-Shenk (1983) and Bahan (1996) have dealt extensively with
the development of dynamic ASL facial expressions and their link to
the manual components of ASL sentences. They have detailed their
development and noted their onset, apex (maximal expression), duration of apex, and offset. Baker-Shenk and Bahan observed these
dynamic changes in numerous ASL sentences and looked for common denominators among samples of the same type of expression
(e.g., wh-question, y/n question) to determine how specific expression types differ from each other. Baker-Shenk used Ekman and Friesen’s facial action coding system (Ekman and Friesen 1975, 1978) to
analyze ASL question faces. In this system, each muscle group of
the face is assigned an action unit (AU) number, and the specific
combination of AUs defines a given facial expression. Using this
technique, Baker-Shenk produced detailed descriptions of several
different types of ASL question faces.
This approach, however, encounters some difficulties in describing dynamic features or gestures such as head tilts. For example,
when looking at y/n questions, Baker-Shenk found that six samples
out of sixteen had a downward head tilt, nine a forward tilt, and
three had both. Despite those variations, she chose to call the downward head tilt the defining head tilt for y/n question expressions.
The dynamic movements for wh-questions were even more variable,
and she declined to make a specific assignment of head movement
for these.
In addition to the difficulty of capturing the directional head
movement variation within a given expression type, Baker-Shenk
also tried to define the onset and offset speeds of the AU features she
described, hypothesizing that a difference exists between the onsets
and offsets of emotional and grammatical expressions. She admits,
however, that those onsets and offsets exhibit strong variations, making certain emotional expressions appear like their grammatical counterparts and vice versa. The variations in the dynamic aspects of the
facial expressions Baker-Shenk describes exemplify the difficulty in
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capturing the character of a class of expressions based only on descriptions of individual samples. Even an analysis as detailed and encompassing as Baker-Shenk’s is hampered by variations between
sentences, which make it nearly impossible to describe a definitive
inventory of the expression type as a whole.
The detailed qualitative analyses conducted by Baker-Shenk and
Bahan did not make use of SignStream (Baker-Shenk’s work predated it), which is a multilevel database program developed as a collaborative effort between Boston University, Rutgers, and Dartmouth
College (Neidle et al. 1997, 1998, 1999) and is designed specifically
to code signed languages from dynamic video clips. SignStream can
be used to track dynamic ASL features and gestures, such as eye aperture or body tilt, by describing the onset, apex, and offset of a given
movement on a frame-by-frame basis and marking it according to a
time index tied to the video clip. For example, the eyebrow raise
during a surprise facial expression can be described as ‘‘starting’’
(frame A through frame B, i.e., beginning to rise from neutral at A
and reaching a steady state at B). For the duration of the steady state
(or apex), from frame B to C, it can be labeled with a specific value
(e.g., ‘‘raised,’’ ‘‘raised high,’’ or ‘‘lowered’’), allowing for the differentiation of various degrees of intensity. The same technique also
codes the return from the steady state to baseline (labeled ‘‘end’’)
from frame C to frame D. All of these events contain a minimum of
two video frames but usually span a larger number of continuous
frames. All of the dynamic features of ASL, including facial expressions, can thus be coded to capture both the physical and temporal
dimension (figure 1).
Using this method, we can record data for the head movement,
eyebrow movement, eye aperture changes, mouth movement, and
Timeline of
video frame
numbers
Eye aperture

100

150

start

200

250

squint2

blink
start

Head tilt

300

3.5

350

400

450

500

end
end

F i g u r e 1 . Schematic of SignStream dialogue window with coding for facial features.
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so on for each expression. Typically these coded video clips are then
examined for differences or similarities between expressions and their
expression types. Although it is an excellent tool for coding complex
aspects of ASL, SignStream does not yet enable us to go beyond a
qualitative, narrative analysis of the features involved in producing
individual grammatical, emotional, or NENG facial expressions.
The purpose of this article is to present a novel approach to the
analysis of ASL facial expressions, using SignStream, to expand on its
current capabilities, and to establish quantitative as well as qualitative
analyses of facial expressions, thus bringing the study of facial expressions for the first time to a level where group comparisons, statistical
analyses, and objective comparisons among facial expression types are
possible.

Materials and Method
Stimuli

For this study we used six types of facial expressions as stimuli: neutral, angry, surprise, quizzical, y/n question, and wh-question. Neutral, angry, and surprise refer to the signing of a standard sentence
with the different appropriate emotional overlays. The other stimulus
types consist of a standard sentence being modified slightly to include
either the phrase ‘‘I wonder’’ (quizzical) or a question marker (y/n
question, wh-question). These stimulus types were chosen because
they contain feature similarities but belong to different expression
categories. Table 1 summarizes the similarities and category designation of the stimulus types.
Ta b l e 1 . Stimulus Categories and Corresponding Facial Features
Stimulus Categories
Facial Features

NENG

Emotion

Grammar

Eye squint Ⳮ
furrowed brows

quizzical

angry

wh-question

surprise

y/n question

Eyes widened Ⳮ
raised brows
Control condition

neutral
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Stimulus Recording

Stimuli were produced by two different signers (a woman, PLT, and
a man, JCG) in separate recording sessions. Both signers participated
in the creation and selection of their list of 20 stimulus sentences and
ensured that the sentences were natural, colloquial ASL and comfortable to produce. The list of sentences varied between signers with
some overlap (tables 2 and 3). After the complete set of stimuli was
transcribed on paper, we taped JCG’s and PLT’s renditions of the six
versions (neutral, angry, surprise, quizzical, y/n question, and whquestion) of each of the 20 sentences, resulting in 120 separately
signed sentences each, for a total of 240 sentences in the database.
Due to a recording error, one of PLT’s sentences was lost, leaving
239 stimuli for study.
The stimuli were recorded with the camera focused on the signers’ faces, capturing their facial expressions exclusive of hand and arm
movements. The shots were monitored closely to ensure that no excessive mouthing of words occurred. A crucial aspect of the filming
was to make certain that the signers’ hands did not intrude into the
camera’s visual field since manual information would have corrupted
the stimuli by supplying semantic content. The main difficulty in
physically separating hand movements from facial actions is that
many ASL signs are naturally signed with the hands near or on the
face. For example, the word who is normally signed with the thumb
of one hand placed on the chin. Since it would be impossible to
establish a natural sample of ASL sentences excluding all signs produced at or near the face, the solution was to instruct JCG and PLT
to ‘‘sign relaxed,’’ a style of signing often used in informal social
situations. During relaxed signing, the word who can be signed in
front of the chest instead of at the chin, while maintaining the salient
features of affective, grammatical, and NENG facial expressions.
With additional cameras we also captured the signers’ torsos exclusive of the face, as well as the entire body. The torso and wholebody videos enabled us to corroborate the validity of each facial
expression based on the corresponding manual component of the
sentence. Since each of the 239 separate stimulus sentences was
signed multiple times, we selected the best iteration of each to
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Ta b l e 2 . PLT’s Stimulus Sentences in ASL Gloss and English
ASL Transcription

English Translation

1 must meet principal after
school finish

I have to meet the principal after school.

2 ix box much heavy carry

This box is too heavy to carry.

3 his new car $20,000

His new car cost $20,000.

4 my children thup popcorn

My children finished all the popcorn.

5 her party same-time mine

Her party is the same time as mine.

6 ix teacher poss final exam
tough

This teacher’s final exam is tough.

7 owner refuse sell house

The owner refuses to sell the house.

8 my new bycycle broke

My new bicycle broke.

9 ix bowl table fall-off

This bowl fell off the table.

10 my friend poss doctor move-to
england

My friend’s doctor moved to England.

11 my family visit this weekend
will

My family will visit this weekend.

12 my friend borrow my bracelet

My friend borrowed my bracelet.

13 all my classes start early

All of my classes start early.

14 my children buy much soda

My children buy a lot of soda.

15 he lose my history book

He lost my history book.

16 he pay $500 that dress ix

He paid $500 for that dress.

17 my car run-out gas

My car ran out of gas.

18 that movie much violent

That movie is very violent.

19 my newspaper arrive late

My newspaper arrived late.

20 i leave keys in car

I left the keys in the car.

Notes: Wh-questions contained a wh-word at both the beginning and the end of
the sentence.
Quizzical sentences contained me wonder at the beginning and the end of the
sentence.
Y/N questions contained a manual question marker at the end of the sentence.
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Ta b l e 3 . JCG’s Stimulus Sentences in ASL Gloss and English
ASL Transcription

English Translation

1

late arrive newspaper

My newspaper arrived late.

2

finish wash dishes last night

I finished washing the dishes last night.

3

buy book three me

I bought three books.

4

finish paint house last week

I finished painting the house last week.

5

lost my book

I lost my book.

6

finish read book history

I finished reading a history book.

7

visit my family weekend

I visit my family on weekends.

8

run-out gas my car

My car ran out of gas.

9

finish walk five miles

I just walked five miles.

10 broke my bicycle

I broke my bicycle.

11 clean bathroom one hour

I cleaned the bathroom for one hour.

12 finish homework

I finished my homework.

13 ready leave now

I’m ready to leave now.

14 must buy computer

I have to buy a computer.

15 help friend move

I’m helping a friend move.

16 watch tv all-day

I watch TV all day.

17 start early my class

I start my class early.

18 buy too-much banana

I bought too many bananas.

19 swim all-day

I swim all day.

20 leave key my car

I left my keys in my car.

Notes: Wh-questions contained a wh-word at the end of the sentence.
Quizzical sentences contained me wonder at the end.

include in the final database. This selection was based on the wholebody tape, which permitted us to evaluate the facial expression in
connection with the underlying manual sentence. Each clip in the
database was chosen only if both components, manual and facial,
were produced correctly and without hesitation, were in focus at all
times, and had no hand movements intruding into the facial space.
Both signers had an opportunity to go over their productions on
videotape and approve the stimuli. Once a whole-body clip was selected, we extracted the corresponding face-only clip and focused on
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the analysis of the facial expression independent of the underlying
manual component. This allowed us to establish an unbiased inventory of onset, offset, and peak occurrences for each facial feature,
which we could then process for group comparisons. Our aim was
not to connect each facial movement to the position of its corresponding manual marker in the hierarchical tree but rather to establish a continuous timeline of facial feature movements for each
expression type and to create a simple representation of those movements for group comparison of onset, offset, and peak occurrences.
SignStream Coding

The stimuli were then coded in random order, and the coder was
blind to the expression type label. In order to create a database in
which the expressions were characterized consistently (and were thus
comparable), we established specific guidelines to define the onset
and offset of each event and to determine how to label each event
apex or steady state.
Facial Features

The ‘‘start’’ of every event was defined as lasting from the first frame
of movement in the baseline until a steady state was reached. The
‘‘end’’ was defined as the sequence of frames that captured the return
from the steady state to the baseline of the facial features (brow,
cheek, etc.) in question. The intervening steady state was then given
a specific label, such as ‘‘squint,’’ ‘‘start,’’ or ‘‘brow raise’’ and a corresponding numerical value for later analysis. The numerical values
were chosen to reflect increases or decreases in intensity for each
event as compared to their respective baseline. For example, ‘‘eyes
wide’’ had a higher value than the eye aperture baseline, while
‘‘squint’’ was given a lower-than-baseline value. Table 4 shows all of
the facial feature events defined in this database and their SignStream
labels, as well as corresponding numerical values. Full head movements such as head tilt are not included in this table but are discussed
later.
Cheeks

The only type of cheek movement recorded was ‘‘tensed.’’ This refers to the cheeks moving up, without affecting the eye aperture.
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Pursed lips Oo-tight 1

Pursed lips Oo 1.5

Pursed lips Mm-tight 2

Pursed lips mm 2.5

Down/right ⳮ2

Right lip up 3

Off 0.2

Left/down ⳮ1
Down ⳮ1.5

Left ⳮ0.5

Left/up 2

Up 1.5

Right/up 1

Down/up ⳮ1

Raised upper lip 3.5

Frown 5

Open 5.5

Double 2

Right 0.5

Up/down 1

Eye gaze

Blink1

Lowered 9

Squint 2 5

Neutral 4

Smile only
left 6

Single 1

Head nod

Neutral 4

Neutral 10

Squint 6

Tensed 5

Smile 6.5

Head
shake

Upper lid down 3

Raised 11

Neutral 7

Tensed 2 6

Mouth

Intense 4.5

Raised 2 12

Wide 8

Cheeks

Squint 3 4

Eyebrows

Eye
aperture

Ta b l e 4 . Inventory of Facial Expression, Facial Features, and Corresponding Labels
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While there are other possible cheek movements, such as ‘‘puffed,’’
none were observed in the samples analyzed here.
Eye Aperture

The different levels of ‘‘squint’’ (‘‘squint,’’ ‘‘squint2,’’ and ‘‘squint3’’)
were identified by how much of the iris was visible during the squint.
Blinks were included in the SignStream coding but not in the final
analysis. This exception was made because blinks are very brief events
that are not connected to specific expression types but rather occur
equally in all expressions.
‘‘Upper lid down’’ was correlated mostly to changes in eye gaze.
Eye gaze in ASL is often used in object-verb agreement and is therefore an integral part of a signer’s facial actions but apparently is independent of the type of expression, whether grammatical, emotional,
or NENG. Since a downward shift in eye gaze often causes the upper
lids to droop, we found it necessary to establish a correlation between
those two events in the data, prior to classifying ‘‘upper lid down’’ as
a general feature unconnected to specific facial expression types and
eliminating it from the final analysis.
JCG maintained virtually constant eye contact with the camera
and had only very infrequent episodes of upper lid down. PLT, however, exhibited frequent eye gaze shifts in all expression types. Looking at a sample graph of eye gaze and eye aperture in PLT (figure 2),
we clearly see that the sudden dips in eye gaze co-occur with sudden
dips in eye aperture. We thus concluded that lowered eye gaze in
PLT is strongly correlated with a decrease in eye aperture and independent of the underlying facial expression. Therefore, upper lid
down was not considered a predictive value for any facial expression
type and was not included in the final analysis.
Head Tilt

The events that involved full head movement, such as head tilt, were
recorded separately, using a grid that was superimposed on the screen
displaying the expression video clip. In order to quantify head movement, we marked a zero point vertically along the axis of the nose
and horizontally at the tip of the chin. Each video clip was situated
so that the zero marks corresponded precisely to the nose and chin
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gaze AVG
eyes AVG

9

Right/up

8

Right

7

Neutral

6

Left

5

Left/down

4

0

1

2

Seconds

3

4

5

Down

Error bars are standard error of mean

F i g u r e 2 . Eye aperture correlated with eye gaze in PLT’s wh-question expressions.

lines of the face at rest, prior to the onset of the first facial feature of
each expression. We were then able to quantify head movements by
the number of coordinates a given part of the head deviated from its
original position on the grid. For example, if the left temple was at
vertical coordinate 2 before the expression started and then moved
in a head shake to coordinate ⳮ2, the value for the steady state event
of that movement was recorded as ⳮ4.1 We chose different anchor
points in the face for different types of head movements (e.g., the
uppermost corner of the forehead was used for head tilts, the chin
for head juts).
Data Preprocessing

Each event of the 239 samples was recorded, and the database was
verified by a second coder to ensure accuracy and consistency. The
raw SignStream data had to be modified significantly in order to
create graphs that would represent quantifiable group data for facial
features in the different expression types. This was accomplished by
exporting the SignStream database to a spreadsheet program. In this
new format, each facial expression stimulus was represented by a data
cluster containing the start and stop frame number for the entire clip
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and a row of start and stop frame numbers for each event of a given
feature in this sample (figure 3). For example, a surprise expression
video clip would list a data row for eye aperture containing the beginning and end frame numbers for the start event, an eyes wide
event, a blink, the continuation of eyes wide, and the end event, in
sequence.
The next row in the cluster contained the same type of data for
the eyebrow feature and so on. Each of the event labels was identified
with its beginning and end frame numbers from the original movie
file. Since the frame numbers are not absolute but rather are relative
to the clip length and the placement of the actual expression within
that clip based on the original SignStream analysis, they needed to be
transformed for further analysis. In order to compare specific facial
expression events across stimuli, it was necessary to choose a consistent and specific beginning frame for each expression. For that purpose, the first frame of the first recorded event in any expression was
defined as the first frame of that expression. For example, if the facial
expression’s first event was an eye blink (which was frequently the
case), then the first onset frame of that blink was also recorded as the
onset frame of the entire expression. In the same manner, the final
frame of each expression was determined to be the offset frame of
the last recorded end event in each expression. Thus, the length of
each expression was effectively determined as the time during which

F i g u r e 3 . Spreadsheet coding for SignStream analysis.
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any facial event occurred, and the frame numbers were recalculated
to begin at zero for each stimulus.
Each data cluster containing information for specific feature
movement was now identified with the expression type it represented, and we were able to group the clusters into the original six
stimulus types. This created twelve separate databases, six each for
JCG and PLT, with all of the normalized frame numbers and corresponding value labels for every facial feature event in every expression, grouped separately by expression type.
Establishing a Continuous Timeline

To create a continuous timeline, we analyzed the spreadsheet using
the numerical values for each facial feature event as a measure of
intensity that could later be graphically rendered. At this stage of the
analysis, there was a recorded sequence of events for each feature,
such as the eye aperture feature, which was composed of events
‘‘start,’’ ‘‘squint,’’ ‘‘blink,’’ and ‘‘end.’’ However, the only frame
numbers recorded by SignStream are the beginning and end frames
for each feature event, so there was no complete, continuous time
course for any sentence. In order to create a continuous timeline, we
filled in the intervening time points with the same values recorded
for their corresponding start and stop frames, using intervals of 100,
in SignStream numbers (0.17 seconds) on a zero-to-five-second
timeline, resulting in thirty data points. For example, if SignStream
recorded an eyebrow lowered event beginning at frame 2,000 and
ending at frame 2,300, the timeline was filled with the appropriate
numerical value (9) for time points 2,000, 2,100, 2,200, and 2,300. If
the start or stop frame number for an event was between two time
points, such as 1,980 and 2,030, the number was rounded to the
nearest 100. If no event was recorded for a specific time interval, the
timeline was filled in with the neutral value for each feature event,
such as 10 for neutral eyebrows, 7 for neutral eye aperture, or 0 for
neutral head position. Using this method, we established complete
time courses for each facial expression.
Averaging the Data

Using these continuous timelines, we calculated the average event
value for each of the thirty time points across all 20 samples in a given
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facial expression. This established a single, average time course of
event value for each facial feature of a given stimulus type. These
averages were calculated for all of the features that showed activity in
at least 6 out of 20 samples. Movement of a specific facial feature in
only 5 or fewer of the 20 samples in an expression type was deemed
not representative of the expression type and was therefore not included in the final analysis. The averaged time courses were then
transformed to represent seconds rather than SignStream frame numbers, and the standard error of mean was calculated for each average
data point. The complete average time courses were then plotted to
provide a graphic representation of all of the features involved in
each facial expression type.

Results
The results and discussion of the analysis are presented in individual
subsections for each facial feature. Some features, such as eye aperture, were present in all or most of the expression types, while other
features, such as head shake, appeared consistently in only one type
of expression. We discuss the more prevalent features first and supplement those data with evidence from features that occur less frequently.
Sentence Length

The average length of each stimulus was computed for both signers
and ranged from 2.5 seconds to 4 seconds depending on signer and
sentence type. The difference in average sentence length between
signers within a given sentence type ranged between 0.0 seconds and
1.0 second.
Since it is impossible to produce 239 natural sentences of exactly
the same length, a temporally homogeneous sample could not be
collected. It would have been possible to create a more homogenous
sample by artificially compressing and expanding the digitized sentences to a specific, median target time. However, such a modification would have distorted the crucial timing information contained
in the natural production of the sentences. The analysis presented
here highlights several small but important timing differences that
distinguish expression types. These differences would have been lost
if we had artificially adjusted the sentence length of the samples. The
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data also show that most of the differences occur at the beginning of
the sentence, making it less relevant whether the endpoints of the
sentences match up.
Eye Aperture and Eyebrow Movement

The data show that there are virtually no changes in either eye aperture or eyebrow movement during a neutral, nonemphasized sentence, indicating that feature movement does not occur randomly in
nongrammatical, nonemotional, nonemphasized sentences. This holds
for the other facial features we analyzed as well. Looking at all of the
other expression types we find that eye aperture and brow level are
modulated for each expression type and also are always modulated in
synchrony. There are no expressions in which the eyebrows are
raised while the eye aperture is decreased or vice versa (figures 4a and
4b).
JCG tends to have faster and more pronounced onsets of both
features for some expression types than PLT, although those differences may simply reflect the fact that JCG’s sentences were somewhat shorter overall than PLT’s. It is important to note that
12

P eyes AVG
P brows AVG
J eyes AVG
J brows AVG Neutral for Raised
J cheeks AVG
brow level
Lowered

10

8

Neutral for Wide
eye aperture
Squint

6

4

2
0

Neutral for
cheek tensing

1

2

Seconds

3

4

Tensed
Puffed

5

Error bars are standard error of mean

F i g u r e 4 a . Eye aperture, brow level, and cheek movement for PLT and JCG in
angry expressions.
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12
Neutral for Raised
brow level
Lowered

10

8

Neutral for Wide
eye aperture
Squint

6

4

2
0

Tensed
Neutral for
cheek tensing Puffed

P eyes AVG
P brows AVG
J eyes AVG
J brows AVG

1

2

3
Seconds

4

5

Error bars are standard error of mean

F i g u r e 4 b . Eye aperture, brow level, and cheek movement for PLT and JCG in
surprise expressions.

differences in the degree of eye aperture were more easily monitored
and coded than those in degree of eyebrow movement. It was nearly
impossible to clearly define varying degrees of brow level changes,
mostly because of a lack of physical markers around the brows against
which to measure movement. In contrast, eye aperture was easily
differentiated by the amount of iris or pupil that was visible between
the lids. As a result, there were fewer labels for brow movement
than for eye aperture, which explains why there are more intensity
variations recorded for eye aperture than for brow movements.
Overall, angry, wh-question, and quizzical expressions exhibit
lowered brows and squinted eyes, while surprise and y/n question
expressions show raised brows and widened eyes. The eye aperture
graph for angry, quizzical, and wh-question expressions also shows
that JCG has faster and stronger eye aperture decreases (squints) than
PLT for all three expression types (figure 5a).
Beyond this simple description, the more interesting question is
whether we can distinguish between expressions that appear similar,
based on their specific eye aperture and brow level. The data also
show that angry expressions exhibit faster and stronger squints than
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P angry AVG
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P quizzical AVG
J angry AVG
J WH AVG
J quizzical AVG

0

1

2

Seconds

3

4

5

Squint3

Error bars are standard error of mean

F i g u r e 5 a . Eye aperture for angry, quizzical, and wh-question faces: PLT and JCG.

wh-question faces in both PLT and JCG. So, even though JCG’s
eyes tend to show more rapid and pronounced squints than PLT’s in
all expressions, the relationship between angry and wh-question eye
aperture events is maintained within each signer. In other words, the
angry expressions in both signers show faster onsets and higher intensity for eye aperture and faster onsets for brow movements than their
respective wh-question faces.
A clear rise-and-fall pattern occurs in the eye events in angry expressions and wh-questions in both signers, especially JCG, who exhibits a sharp rise to an apex in eye aperture and brow movements
during the first second of the expression. Both signers rise to an apex
in their brow events for all three expression types in the first two
seconds of the sentence (figure 5b).
Quizzical expressions, on the other hand, are more prolonged
and, in the case of JCG, exhibit a characteristic double apex pattern
found only in these expressions. PLT’s brow data show a flatter distribution (they stretch over the entire sentence), which is clearly different from the more rapid rise and fall in the other expression types.
In summary, eye aperture and eyebrow levels always move in synchrony, and angry expressions show faster and often more extreme
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P angry AVG
P WH
P quizzical AVG
J angry AVG
J WH AVG
J quizzical AVG

10.5

Neutral

10

9.5

9

8.5
0

Lowered

1

2 Seconds 3

4

5

Error bars are standard error of mean

F i g u r e 5 b . Brow level for angry, quizzical, and wh-question faces: PLT and JCG.

changes in these features than the superficially similar wh-question
faces. Quizzical expressions show a slower, longer, flatter, and even a
double apex pattern of changes in aperture and brow level than their
emotional or grammatical counterparts. These differences among the
three superficially similar expression types were observable in both
signers.
The brow raise graphs for y/n question faces and surprise expressions show the same internal relationships between grammatical and
emotional faces as the brow raises in the previously observed triad of
expressions (figure 6a). Although JCG’s brows move faster than
PLT’s for both stimulus types, both PLT and JCG show an earlier
apex and a faster return to baseline during the emotional expression
(surprise) than in the grammatical (y/n question).
The eye aperture graph for these two expression types shows a
pattern that is slightly less clear (figure 6b). JCG’s eyes become wider
more quickly during the surprise samples than during the y/n question samples, but during both expression types the eye aperture relaxes to baseline at the same time. PLT’s eye aperture shows not only
a faster onset and more extreme widening for the surprise expressions
but also a slower decline than during the y/n question samples.
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F i g u r e 6 a . Brow raise in surprise and y/n question faces: PLT and JCG.
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J surprise AVG
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F i g u r e 6 b . Eye aperture in surprise and y/n question faces: PLT and JCG.
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In summary, surprise shows faster and, in the case of eye aperture,
more extreme movement than y/n questions, while there seems to
be less regularity in the length of time that these features remain at
their maximum level or the relaxation to baseline.
Cheeks

The most obvious finding for the cheeks is that PLT virtually never
uses them, while JCG employs them consistently for angry, quizzical,
and wh-question expressions (figure 7). While this is a significant
difference between PLT and JCG, it is also further evidence that
these three expression types share feature similarities within a given
signer.
JCG’s cheek tensing exhibits the same relationship among emotional, grammatical, and NENG stimulus types as the eyebrow and
eye aperture movements. During angry expressions JCG’s cheeks
tense sooner and more briefly than during wh-questions, reaching a
pronounced apex during the first second and then falling more rapidly. On the other hand, wh-questions reach their cheek-tensing
apex only during the subsequent second and fall more gradually. The
6

J angry AVG
J WH AVG
J quizzical AVG

5.5
5

Tensed

4.5
4

Neutral

3.5
3
0

1

2 Seconds 3

Error bars are standard error of mean

4

5

PLT did not show any cheek tensing

F i g u r e 7 . Cheek tensing for angry, quizzical, and wh-question faces: JCG.
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quizzical expressions show the typically less intense and more sustained, flatter pattern over the course of the sentence.
Mouth

The mouth reflects the greatest number of differences between the
two signers in our database. The raw video clips reveal that PLT is
more apt to mouth words than JCG, marking a significant difference
in signing styles. In the graphs we compiled, PLT’s mouthing of
words was coded as ‘‘neutral,’’ as long as it was not combined with
another mouth event, such as ‘‘lips pursed’’ or ‘‘frown.’’ This placed
JCG and PLT on somewhat more equal footing for the sake of comparison, but many individual differences remain. The data for mouth
movement in all of the expression types for JCG and PLT show no
discernible patterns or similarities in signers or across expression
types. The only exception occurs in the quizzical samples (figure 8),
in which both signers show lip pursing in the characteristic double
apex pattern, with two clearly separate apices toward the beginning
and end of the sentence.
JCG shows more pronounced or consistent lip pursing throughout the sample sentence than PLT, but the pattern and type of movement are quite similar. Although overall mouth movements for all
Neutral

4

Raised upper lip

3.5

Right lip up

3

Lips pursed mm

2.5
PLT quizzical
JCG quizzical

2
0

1

2 Seconds 3

4

Lips pursed mm-tight

5

Error bars are standard error of mean

F i g u r e 8 . Mouth movement for quizzical expressions: PLT and JCG.
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of the other expression types are highly variable, they are strongly
predictive for quizzical expressions, where the characteristic lip pursing occurs consistently in the double apex pattern observed in other
facial features of this stimulus type.
Head Tilt, Jut, and Side-to-Side Movement

Side-to-side movement and head jut do not yield a discernible pattern for any expression type. Head tilt, however, seems to be a more
distinguishing feature for wh-question, angry, and quizzical expressions (figure 9). While wh-questions show only a slight degree of
head tilt in a flat distribution across the sentences, angry expressions
in both signers include a sharp rise to and fall from a head tilt apex
within the first second, with a subsequent flatter and less intense distribution over the rest of the sentence. This early spike is consistent
with the behavior of other features during emotional expression
types.
The quizzical expressions show the most pronounced head tilt in
both signers, who chose different tilt directions but a similar movement pattern. Both have a smooth distribution of intensity across the
sentences at a significantly higher level of tilt than the grammatical
P angry tilt AVG
P Wh tilt AVG
P quizzical tilt AVG
J angry tilt AVG
J Wh tilt AVG
J quizzical tilt AVG

5
4
3
2
1
0
-1
-2
-3

0

1

2

Seconds

3

4

Error bars are standard error of mean

F i g u r e 9 . Head tilt in angry, quizzical, and wh-question faces: PLT and JCG.
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and emotional samples in this grouping, indicating a moderate head
tilt sustained over the whole sentence.
In summary, the only predictive patterns in this group of features
are found in the head tilt graph for angry, quizzical, and wh-question
faces. In this comparison, head tilt shows a rapid, early, and sharp rise
to and fall from the apex for the emotional expression, consistent
with data from other facial features and in contrast to the flat distribution of head tilt found in the grammatical counterpart. The quizzical
expressions are characterized by a significantly more pronounced
head tilt that extends over the entire sentence.
Shoulders

Shoulder raises are not observed in most expression types. The three
types (angry, surprise, and wh-question) that do contain them show
much larger standard errors of mean than other feature types, indicating that shoulder raise is not a consistent, or even necessary, component of any expression type.
Head Shake and Nod

The head nod data for quizzical expressions do not deviate substantially from zero, but it is important to note that quizzical sentences
were the only ones that contained a consistent head nod in both
signers. Neither signer used a consistent head nod in any other type
of expression. The fact that both signers’ nods are evenly distributed
over almost the entire sentence is consistent with the pattern of feature distributions in quizzical expressions in general.
The head shake data for wh-question faces show a somewhat
more significant deviation from zero, especially for PLT. Again, the
most important finding for this feature is that wh-questions are the
only expression types to contain a consistent head shake at all. Both
subjects show a head shake distribution over almost the entire question, with two clearly definable apices that are close together and
centered over the middle of the sentence (figure 10).
When we include these data in the comparison of angry, quizzical,
and wh-question faces, it becomes clear that head nod and head shake
represent two of the most salient features in distinguishing among the
three stimulus types. Although all three expression categories contain
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PLT shake AVG
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F i g u r e 1 0 . Head shake in wh-question faces: PLT and JCG.

grossly similar eye aperture, brow, and, in one signer, cheek movements, quizzical is the only one of the three expression types with a
consistent head nod; moreover, the wh-question is the only expression
with a consistent head shake. Although these differences are easily discernible in a video clip analysis of facial expressions, they are impossible to portray in an analysis using still photographs.
The consistency of the head shakes in wh-questions and the predictability of onset, offset, and peak head shake occurrences across
both signers add important information to our understanding of the
grammatical nature of this facial expression. McClave (2001) notes
the existence of a wh-question head shake in ASL but refers to it as
a conventionalized head gesture borrowed from the hearing population. She claims that head shake has not yet reached the level of
grammaticization since it does not exhibit a predictable onset and
offset pattern. The data shown in figure 10 appear to contradict that
statement, based on the small sample of signers we analyzed. The
onset and offset patterns of the wh-question faces show predictability
between signers, extending even to the timing of the double peaks
in the center of the sentences. This regularity seems to indicate that
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head shakes are an integral and necessary part of the grammatical
structure of ASL wh-questions.
Peak Realization

Grossman (2001) emphasizes the importance of researching dynamic
stimuli rather than static images of ASL facial expressions, and our
analysis supports that statement. The head shake and head nod features that define the wh-question and quizzical stimuli cannot be
seen in a static representation of those expressions. For individual
features, the differences in onsets between emotional expressions and
their grammatical counterparts are preserved only in dynamic presentations. Eliminating this timing information (by using static images)
may significantly alter a subject’s ability to distinguish among different types of expressions. Furthermore, and maybe most importantly,
the graphs presented here clearly show that features making up a
given facial expression have their peak realizations at different points
in time. In view of the fact that each data point on our graphs corresponds to 5.7 frames of the original movie file (based on a 0.17second time interval and video resolution of 30 frames per second),
it is quite clear that no single video frame captures the peak realizations of all of the features.
Emphatic Stress

The dynamic changes that occur in ASL manual signs when produced with emphatic stress were originally documented by Friedman
(1974) and elaborated upon by Wilbur and Schick (1994) and Coulter
(1990). Emotions such as anger and surprise were used to create emphatic stress in an utterance (Wilbur and Schick 1987). Research has
shown that the timing and spatial expanse have a quantifiable effect
on manual signs under those conditions (Reilly, McIntire, Seago
1992). When stressed, signs tend to become faster and often shorter,
with variation in hold and other spatial patterns. All of these studies
focused on movement and timing changes of manual signs and paid
only peripheral attention to the fact that emphatic stress causes more
forceful facial expressions (Wilbur and Schick 1987).
In order to show that facial expressions follow a similar pattern,
we measured the time points of the peak realizations for every facial
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feature in each expression type. While there were significant variations between the two signers in absolute timing of peaks, the relationship between the peaks of features during emotional stimuli and
those occurring during their related grammatical counterparts were
quite similar in both PLT and JCG. Specifically, we contrasted the
peaks of features during angry expressions with those produced during wh-questions. The same comparison was done between the surprise and the y/n question faces. On average, the peaks for features
in JCG’s two emotional stimulus types occurred 0.56 seconds faster
than in their grammatical counterparts. For PLT, the difference was
0.5 seconds. Although this evidence is still preliminary, it indicates
that the faster onsets and generally more clipped transitions of manual
signs produced under emphatic stress are carried over into their corresponding facial expressions.

Summary
The data in table 5 illustrate the group differences between expression types (e.g., y/n question, surprise, wh-question, angry, quizzical)
that share many features. These data represent a summary of facial
expressions based on the average feature movements of the different
expression types, rather than descriptions of isolated expression samples.
Surprise and y/n question expressions share the same features but
differ in the speed and length of the rise to and fall from the apex for
eye aperture and eyebrows. The emotional expression shows a faster,
more pronounced rise and fall pattern than its grammatical counterpart.
Angry, quizzical, and wh-question expressions share many—but
not all—of the features. Again, the emotional expression shows a
faster and more pronounced rise to and fall from the apex for eye
aperture and eyebrow than the grammatical expression in this triad.
The same holds true for cheek tensing for the signer who used it
(JCG). Quizzical expressions show a sustained flat distribution or
double apex for those same features. Moreover, quizzical and angry
expressions have a consistent head tilt (the angry tilt shows a sharp,
early rise to and fall from an apex, whereas the quizzical tilt has a
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more sustained rise and fall pattern in which the maximum feature
excursion is maintained longer).
In addition to those quantitative differences, quizzical sentences
are the only expressions in the sample with a consistent and sustained
head nod as well as consistent lip pursing in the double apex pattern
characteristic of this expression type. Moreover, PLT shows a consistent and sustained eye gaze break for these expressions. Wh-questions, on the other hand, are the only expressions in the sample with
a consistent head shake, showing a clear, centered apex over the entire sentence.

Discussion
The SignStream coding, subsequent spreadsheet analysis, and graphing of the six stimulus types discussed here enabled us to clearly depict the differences between emotional, grammatical, and NENG
facial expressions. These data also provide a glimpse into the nature
of differences between native signers’ productions of these facial expression types. However, because we have data from only two signers, it is not possible for us to draw generalized conclusions. The
results presented here indicate that certain features such as eye gaze
and cheek and shoulder movements are not required elements of
specific facial expressions; instead, they are used only by some signers.
When these features are used, however, they seem to follow the same
temporal patterns as other features in the same expression type.
The differences between emotional and grammatical expression
types that share many features lie mainly in the speed and development of the rise and fall of the intensity of a particular feature. Specific expressions contain features that are not shared by any other
expression type in this sample and thus constitute a salient distinguishing element of those expressions (e.g., the characteristic head
shake in wh-question faces, the equally characteristic lip pursing and
head nod in quizzical expressions). By looking at a simple graphic
depiction of our data, we can now also predict the occurrence of selected facial movements in a specific expression type, thereby making
claims about the grammatical necessity of facial gestures heretofore
believed to be simply conventionalized but not yet grammaticized.
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Our technique for coding facial expressions is a novel method
that enables us to describe and quantify differences between similarappearing expression types as expressed in group averages. Because
of the complex, multilevel, and dynamic nature of facial expressions,
it is necessary to use a coding system such as SignStream to capture
all of the nuances inherent in the expressions. However, SignStream
coding provides a great deal of data in a format that is not yet suitable
for group comparisons. The side-by-side assessment of individual
video clips for which SignStream is currently designed is not sufficient to achieve quantitative and accurate group characterizations of
facial expression types. The technique introduced here allows the
consolidation of data for all aspects of facial expressions—temporal as
well as spatial, quantitative as well as qualitative—into a format that
makes simple calculations and a graphic, time-correlated display of
those data possible. The graphs and tables included here represent a
clear depiction of these types of complex data in a summary format
that is easily accessible for those who were not involved in the actual
coding process and may not have seen the raw stimuli. This type of
analysis can contribute greatly to our ability to make group comparisons between different facial expression types and understand how
they are produced.
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Note
1. A head shake represents a continuous, rather rapid and often repeated
back-and-forth turning of the head, while a side-to-side movement is defined as an initial turn followed by a sustained steady state in the turned
position, followed by a return to baseline.
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